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Under structure & Components



OFFYX

OFFYX workstations offer an environment 
where focus is developed and 
collaboration is promoted.

Efcient
Good space to think as well as work, 
OFFYX systems open up new ways to be 
efcient. 

Collaboration
Fostering a space where employees are at 
ease with one another. Develops Network 
and collaboration is promoted. 

Creative
Creativity inspires Creativity, space is vital to 
how you work.
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Connect with each other
Designed for users that need a good balance 
between privacy and networking, the L-shaped 
arrangement of OFFYX provides users with 
individual spaces that are ideal for working in 
groups. Enabling teams to have instant access to 
the richest resource available in the ofce- each 
other.

Providing a uniform, professional aesthetic for 
ofces with a large number of users, OFFYX 
Linear maintains an environment where 
productivity is key. 

The OFFYX Linear arrangement presents a 
sustainable, economic solution and maximises 
space potential.

OFFYX L-Shaped Workstation

OFFYX Linear Workstations 
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OFFYX Cabin

Managers need versatile spaces to 
facilitate their complex roles. OFFYX'S 
Cabin range consists of tables and 
storage units that are completely 
customisable to t your space.

OFFYX Conference tables make for an 
engaged and productive meeting space. 
Simplied wire management and a wide 

range of sizes allows for a variety of 
applications.
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OFFYX Conference

TRAINEA 

Our multipurpose tables let you use the same space for a variety of purposes to meet 
your day's ever-changing pace. After all, in today's ofce, work happens everywhere: in 
conference rooms, break rooms, and training spaces. Set up several modular tables in a 
conference room for new employee training, and then recongure them for an afternoon 
presentation. From nesting tables to seminar tables, mix and match table styles and 
shapes to suit your immediate needs.



Inspiring individuals, integrating teams

Individuals work differently to teams. Different 
teams have different requirements, some look for 
privacy and some prefer openness some 
emphasis on contemplation and some over 
discussion.

INFIUS creates a space which is a perfect mix of 
privacy and is open enough for collaboration, A 
space that could galvanise individuals to work the 
way they needed, whenever they needed? A 
space of balance and innovation. 

Space
Empowering individuals to take 
charge of their environment.

Teamwork
Work together, build together. The 
next step is only a desk away.

Innovation
Everything is a work in progress. 
INFIUS makes progress easy.

INFIUS
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INFIUS  blends elegant design with 
functionality. The multi-faceted 
tubes give it a sharp, clean and 
Straight  look. It is designed to look 
beautiful and work perfectly.

Aesthetics
INFIUS  systems  are  designed to 
reduce visual clutter. The design 
features the light, elegant lines of 
the structural components provide 
the perfect frame for shaping an 
open and inviting workplace.

INFIUS Linear workstations feature clean lines 
together with balanced proportions that 
make it stand out in the new age ofce 
environment. INFIUS linear workstations can 
be tailored to meet the ergonomic 
requirements of the ofces. INFIUS linear 
workstations make sure that every 
employee gets her personal space with a 
possibility to collaborate. 
INFIUS linear workstations come with 
partitions that divide the space of every 
employee. 

INFIUS Linear Workstations
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INFIUS Cabin
In today's workplace, people gather 
to solve problems and to exchange 
or develop knowledge. Now more 
than ever, there is a shift from 
individual work areas to shared 
workspaces. INFIUS Conference 
Furniture is designed to reect 
today's team-based corporate 
culture.

Tasteful desk and storage solutions for 
individual cabins. INFIUS cabin furniture range 
simplies planning while sustaining a 
consistent aesthetic throughout the ofce. 

The tables and storage units are completely 
customisable to t your space, aesthetic, and 
privacy requirements. 
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INFIUS Conference




